Learning Track Comparison
parents pick one of the two tracks below

**Parent Choice No. 1**
**In-Person | Hybrid | Distance Learning 20.21 Track**

Minnesota schools are prepared to shift between three learning models during the school year.

The learning model will be driven by the Rice County COVID-19 infection rate per 10,000 residents over a 14-day period. Students in this learning track have the opportunity to learn on campus in the in-person or hybrid models. Students in this learning track could also use distance learning if public health conditions deteriorate and could return to in-person or a hybrid option when the public health conditions improve.

» Refer to Striving Together document for more information about the three learning models in this track.

**Parent Choice No. 2**
**Portage (all-the-time-online learning track)**

Minnesota schools are also required to provide a separate learning track that offers an all-the-time-online learning model. In Northfield, this is called "Portage." Portage is a separate learning track that takes place online regardless of public health conditions. Students are asked to commit to at least one semester.

» Learn more about Portage